
What is a Comic?
Definitions & Terms of Art



Short Course Sessions

● April 4: Anatomy of Comics

● April 11: History of (American and British) Comics

● April 18: Comic Emotions

● April 25: Heroes and Heroines in Print and Film



Course Goals

To understand:

● A history of comics

● Important texts and developments

● Terms of art

● Reading and interpretative strategies

● How to appreciate the medium



Comic or Not?

























Definitions 











Definitions (take two)



1) sequence of pictures that tell a story or 

joke, 2) words incorporated into the 

picture usually in the form of speech 

balloons, and 3) continuing characters. 

(1947)







1) There must be a sequence of separate 

images; 2) There must be a preponderance of 

image over text; 3) The medium in which the 

strip appears and for which it was originally 

intended must be reproductive, that is, in 

printed form, a mass medium; 4) The 

sequence must tell a story which is both 

moral and topical. (1973)









“objects recognized by [or presented to]  the 

comics world as comics” (2012)











Terms of Art















Comics might be defined as a hybrid word-and-image 

form in which two narrative tracks, one verbal and one 

visual, register temporality spatially. Comics moves 

forward in time through the space of the page, through 

its progressive counter point of presence and absence: 

packed panels (also called frames) alternating with 

gutters (empty space). Highly textured in its narrative 

scaffolding, comics doesn't blend the visual and the 

verbal - or use one simply to illustrate the other - but is 

rather prone to present the two nonsynchronously; a 

reader of comics not only fills in the gaps between 

panels but also works with the often disjunctive back-

and-forth of reading and looking for meaning. (2008)







Wrap Up

● What makes a comic?

● Medium / Form / Genre

● Terms of art

● Closure 


